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NEWS FROM THE SOCIETY

Once again we have had a number of people contact us who are researching their tamily.

Sylvia McPhee is the grand-daughter of Percy Weller whose name appears on the war memorial. He
died from heatstroke at Basra during World War One and left a wif-e and two chiidren, the youngest
of whom he never saw. Her name was Joan and was Sylvia's mother who sadly died in December
2009. Percy had been a woodcarver so we were able to show Sylvia examples ofher grandfather's
work and she fett that it brought him very close to her. Sylvia has given us some very nice pictures
ofPercy and his widow and children. It is a real regret that she was unable to show her mother the
wood carvings before she died.

Mike Dawson and his family came from Camberley and Tunbridge Wells and met up at Newdigate
as their ancestor was Frederick George Rose who was the landlord of the Six Bells fiom 1883 to
1903. They had a nice picture taken ofthe family behind the bar ofthe pub. After Frederick left the
pub he bought Laurel and Myrtle Cottages and the Old Post Office and lived in Newdigate with his
wife until their death. They are buried along with his parents in the churchyard and I was able to
show them the graves. Frederick's father and grandfather farmed at Peter's or Petersfield Farm in
Henfold Lane so had a long connection with the area.

On the 23'd November 2009 John Hyde came to talk about Antique Jigsaws. He is a real enthusiast
for the subiect and gave us a truly fascinating talk. He brought many samples along and explained to
us how the subject quickly enveloped other topics and as an example he showed us a jigsaw with a
picture painted by W.E. Johns, who of course, later wrote the Biggles books. His earliest jigsaw
dated from the 1950s. A humorous situation arose when Lillian Carpenter offered to sell him a
jigsaw which he particularly liked. She thought that he was offering too much money and he thought
he was not giving enough. What do you call the opposite of haggling?

Terry Wooden antl Peter Bennett came on the 25th January 2010 and spoke about the history of
Westcott and the work of the local history group. It was interesting to see how Westcott developed
into a prosperous village due to the fact that it was built on the Greensand Way, was a trade route
between Dorking and Guildford, and was fed by two springs. Due to the advantageous siting, large
houses were established much earlier than at Newdigate and the ensuing demand for labour meant
that development was earlier and more widespread.

Sir Geoffrey Chandler came and gave us an illuminating speech on the 22"d March. This is the report
that was submitted to the Dorking Advertiser:

'On Monday evening, Sir Geoffrey Chandler, a lifelong resident of Newdigate, gave us a speech with
the intriguing title 'Why doesn't Britain do better? - Are we to blame?'. Sir Geoffrey, in a long and
distinguished career, has been a director of Shell International, Director General of the National
Economic Development Office, fbunder chair of Amnesty International UK Business Group and
then in 1986 he ran Industry Year.

First of all he added the word 'industrially' to the title of the talk and took us back to the
Industrial Revolution in which religious non-conformists, denied the esteemed occupations
of the church, government, academe and the army. played leading roles in industrial
development which resulted in manufacturing being seen by the Establishment as a socially



inferior activity. This prejudice, reinforced by the influence of Dr Thomas Arnold, Headmaster of
Rugby School in the I 9th century who taught that trade and industry were unsuitable occupations for
English gentlemen, has underpinned our attitudes to industry to this day, leading to the still
unresolved controversy over academic and vocational education and making Britain uniquely an
industrial country with an anti-industrial culture. Industry was therefore denied its fair share of the
brightest talent in the countryr students, whether from maintained or independent schools, chose
other activities in which as a countrv we excelled.

Realisation that attitudes to industry underlay Britain's long relative industrial decline led to the
designation of 1986 as Industry Year: a national campaign with the aim of creating awareness of the
role of industry in society, increasing links between schools and companies, and encouraging
companies to communicate their contribution more effectively. But industry continued to suffer
from inadequate management and work practices compared to our competitors in Germany and
Japan and its importance was obscured by the emphasis on financial services in the policy of
successive govemments. Today, with the collapse of the banks, the importance of manufacturing is
clear, but the continuance of inappropriate attitudes to it remains a challenge and companies need to
demonstrate an ethic of quality of product and operating practices, not just the making of money
which is a measure of success, but not their prime social purpose.

In conclusion, Sir Geoffrey added to the final question -'Are we ALL to blame?', or rather 'Do we
ALL have responsibility?'
In that culture is determined by the whole of society he believed that we did. We are a society which
wants quality of life - education, health, the arts and material goods - but holds in low esteem the
activities of trade and industry which make these things possible. We shape attitudes by what we do
and say: our prejudices influence our economic performance; they also can prevent our children and
grandchildren from fulhlling their potential by deterring them from occupations most suited to their
capabilities.

Afterward the large audience was invited to ask questions and these came thick and fast with Sir
Geoffrey giving erudite answers about the decline of agriculture, the pros and cons of British
companies being taken over by overseas companies, the need for training etc. He was asked if he
was optimistic about the future and he said that he would not have run Industry Year if he thought
we could not win, but he did emphasise that it is vitally important that we make high quality goods

that are required by the rest of the world and that the profile and importance of manufacturing should
be foremost in the eyes of Government.

To complete a busy period of winter events we once again held a Schermuly re-union. The Six Bells
hosted the event on the 29th March and over twenty people with Schermuly connections enjoyed a

convivial and intbrmal get-together. One gentleman, Alfred Best, who worked there from 1940 until
1981, apart from a short break in the services, came all the way from King's Lynn and clearly
enjoyed his visit meeting people he hadn't seen for many years.

Sometimes research can be frustrating and then very pleasing when you hit the jackpot. For some

time I felt that one of our past rectors, Lancelot Studdert Kennedy had to be related to the l'amous
First World War chaplain Geoffrey Anketell Studdert Kennedy who was affectionately known as

'Woodbine Willie'. I found that Geoffrey was one of fourteen children of the Rev William Studdert
Kennedy of St. Mary's, Quarry Hill in Leeds who come over from lreland. Lancelot was also Irish
and of a similar age to William. I found that an Ann Studdert had married the Very Rev.
R.M.Kennedy (Dean of Clonfert) in Ireland and that William was one of her sons and indeed came
to Leeds to iive with the family when she was a widow. But how could I tie up Lancelot with the
familyassomanylrish recordswere destroyedin theuprising of 1916? I suddenly remembered



an obituary I had seen in an old parish magazine and there in 1899 it said Lancelot Studdert
Kennedy was the father of the Dean of Clonfert. Bingo! 'Woodbine Willie'was the nephew of our
rector.

In this magazine Jane Lilley continues telling us about Newdigate's mills and the origin of road
names, and Kit Wallis has been inspired by the article about Beambrook in the last magazine.
Margaret Thompson from Solihull recalls her childhood memories at the Newdigate Holiday Camp.
This is such an evocative piece about an innocent childhood. She mentions about a big house being
formerly on the site, but we do not have any knowledge of that, but the Laughing Waters Lido was
on the site of what is now the Surrey Hills Hotel. Terry Beedle spent his childhood in Newdigate
some fifty years ago and has travelled extensively, but his mind kept returning to his roots and he
has jotted down his thoughts of the village as he remembered it as a boy. Over the next few
magazines we will publish his poems which we hope will stir a few memories.

The Westcott Local History Group is arranging a walk on the 8th June leaving Four Wents Pond at
7.30 pm and frnishing at Mill Cottage in Ewood. The theme is iron-making and if you fancy going
please speak to Terry Wooden on 01306 882624 to book your place.

On the l3th April we displayed all our photographs at the Six Beils restaurant to give villagers the
chance to see our albums and discover what the village looked like in the past.

On the 20th July at 8.00 pm in the Village Hall" Jane Lilley and John Callcut will be giving a talk
entitled 'The Woodcarvers of Newdigate'. We take so much for granted in our busy lives, and
recently we looked closely at all the beautiful wood carving that abounds throughout the church. As
a result of an in depth study we hope to produce a booklet on the subject but this talk will tell the
story and origins ofmany ofthe pieces.

There has been an excellent response for our trip to Dover Castle on the 5th May and it is now fully
booked.

We are still acquiring pictures for our archives and we have received a lovely copy of a photograph
of Alice and Frances Chester the sisters of Mrs Janson. Martin Earp from the Six Bells has allowed
us to copy a picture he has recentlv acquired ofthe pub when F.Grinsted was the proprietor. It shows
a beautiful garden and the backroom laid out for what looks like a banquet for about a hundred
people! Bill Johns has given us fine pictures ofthe beaters outside the Surrey Oaks, circa 1920;
Purdey and Wally Johns as gamekeepers and Purdey in naval uniform during World War One.

Finally, at our last meeting, we discussed the possibility of changing our narne to the Newdigate
Local History Society. Although the old name has served us well since 1984 we feel that the new
title better reflects our activities. A formal proposal will be put to the AGM next September.



NEWDIGATE PLACE MILL Jane Lilley

The mill at Newdigate Place has lell very little record, and only one of the mill itself. It stood north
of the present Dukes Drive, on the stream to the east of Home Farm. The mill pond or ponds were on
the site ofthe present lakes.

We have two direct references to the mill, in the wills of the Newdegate or Newdygate family
(spelling was largeiy phonetic for much of history). The family took their name from the parish, and
were very big landowners there for a long period. They lived at Newdigate Place, which at this time
was a very large and grand house; the present Home Farm is the last surviving remnant of it.

The hrst reference to the mill is by implication only, and appears in the 1516 will of Thomas
Newdegate of Newdigate, gentleman. He left to his wife all his land in Newdigate and Charlwood
lying on the west side of the stream running from Rowchalford to the Beme Lands. Rowchalfbrd is
thought to have been Chaf-folds Farm, west of the Rusper Road. The Beme Lands were probably
those called the Beam Lands or Bean Lands in the nineteenth century, on Beam Brook just east of
Partridge Lane. The will specifies that her propefty is to include a field called Millfield, so although
the mill itself is not mentioned, we can reasonably assume that one existed.

Sixty years later, in 1576, another Thomas Newdygate of Newdigate Place died. Both his will and
the lnquisition Post Morlem, which was an official survey of propefiy after death, survive, and both
include references to the watermill. lt stood on the river or brook called the Rythe, and the Myllfield
on the east side of the river is mentioned again. They were left to his wife for her life, and then to
their son Walter.

Although I do not know of any further reference to the mill itself, we would be able to assume its
existence from later documents. In 1780 a plan was made of Newdigate Place, and this shows a ten
acre mill pond although it may well be that an earlier date there were actually two ponds. There is
nothing to suggest that the mi1l still existed.

This plan and later maps
allow us to identifr the
approximate position of the
mill ponds. They seem to
have been roughly on the site
of the present ornamental
ponds. The mill itself would
have to be at the downstream
end of the northem pond,
north of Dukes Drive and
east of the manor house
(Home Farm), and this must
have been the first millpond.
But the stream is small, and
shofiage of water would be a

regular problem in dry
summers. So to store more
water, a second pond on the
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site ofthe present southem one may have been added later as an alternative to raising the height of
the original dam.

This second, southern mill-pond seems to have closed an earlier road fiom Partridge Lane to just
south of Newdigate Place. Both the 1780 plan and the c.1840 tithe map show the lane (now the
bridleway) which ran south from Newdigate Place, with a shoft lane eastwards from it to the west
side of the mill pond. On the east side, a much longer lane continued on the same line to Partridge
Lane. Its interruption by the millpond no doubt greatly inconvenienced some ofthe local people, but
that would be of much less concern to the landowner than an efficient mill. The present Dukes Drive
did not exist until the 1890s.

Perambulations of the boundaries of parishes, and of manors, were a regular feature of life, and a
written account of the 1826 perambulation of the bounds of Cudworth Manor survives. The position
of boundaries could be very complex and, in the days before accurate maps, had to be known
exactly. This was done by an annual event called a perambulation, often known as 'beating the
bounds'.

Beating the bounds was a walk around the entire boundary ofthe parish or manor. Ifthe boundary
was particularly long or complex, it would be done in sections over several days. Several older men
who knew the exact boundaries would lead the way, accompanied by many others, including boys.
To encourage the boys to learn the bounds, so that they could lead the perambulations in later years.
it is said that they would be beaten at each crucial landmark in order to imprint it on their memories.
We can hope that the beating was usually of the tree or gatepost rather than a boy.

Laterthese perambulations were r'vritten down, and the surviving 1826 perambulation of Cudworth
Manor in refers to 'the Old Mill ponds' in Newdigate Place Farm. This implies that there were at
least two ponds with separate dams across the stream valley. The plan of 1780 only shows a single
pond, but the southern boundary to Mill Field is extremely straight and could be explained if it was
originally on the line of a secondary dam which created an upper and lower pond. It is unclear
whether either pond was still there in 1826, as the wording could refer either to actual ponds or to
former ponds which used to be a landmark on the perambulation.

By the time of the tithe apportionment survey of c.1840 the mill ponds had vanished. They may have
been deliberately drained to create extra pasture, but such pasture would always have been very wet,
and it is perhaps more likely that the dams had failed through lack of maintenance. The map names
Mill Field and Mill Mead on one side of Mill Pond Gill, and Lower and Upper Millwood Field on
the other.

By 1897 Newdigate Place had been reduced to an old and battered farmhouse renamed Home Farm
and a new Newdigate Place built closer to Partridge Lane. This was the centre of a fine late-
Victorian estate, which included the construction of two omamental boating lakes. These still
survive, and must be approximately on the site of the old mill ponds. The east end of Dukes Drive,
from Home Farm to Partridge Lane, was built as the carriage drive to Newdigate Place. roughly on
the line ofthe old road shown on the 1780 plan. It runs across the dam between the new ponds.

I will describe what is known about the watermill at Ewood and the windmill at Shellwood in later
magazines.



VILLAGE IN THE LAST FIFTY YEARS

May time sees the Church Fete
Village bright and clean

Maypole dancing with side shows
Crowning of May Queen

Coconut shy and hoopla stall
Sometimes a dog show
Lots of lun. thrills. happiness

For everyone to go

St Peter's Church and graveyard
Used to open night and day

Beautiful stained glass windows
Where locals sing and pray

Where have gone the tiny ponds?
Moorhens made their nest

Lay their eggs, tend the chicks
Nature was a test

Disappeared the Brocus wood
Played in as second home

Scrambled bikes and made camps
As children free to roam

Dr Fear. he would toil
Twenty four hours day and night

Looking after people under his care

With all his strength and might

Bill Tanner and Jim Nagle
Delivered coal to you in sacks

From the old green lorry
Carried on their backs

George Trower was the builder
Mr Underhill with his scythe
Bill Lines ran the brickyard

The village was alive

Local farms, Haynes and Frost
Crutcher and Holt not least

Dean House chums for fresh milk
Home Farm's turkey, Christmas feast

Terry Beedle

Summer Time the 1'lower Show
Jim Pratt, Bob Gadd rivals but akin
Spent all year growing vegetables

A silver cup to win

November is bonfire time
Make guys with all your might

Smell ofhot dogs and burgers too
Fireworks noisy and bright

Schermuly's was a factory
Way behind the Surrey Oaks
Eventually it got shut down

A blow to lots of folks

Within these ponds lots of life
NeMs, liogs and small fry

Brambles, bankside homes for ducks
In safety they could lie

The fbotball team it had success
Skilful with good reasons

It won the Redhill District League
All together for two seasons

George and Vi ran the Six Bells
Where men could go and drink

Farmers, builders, brickyard workers
It was the village link

Mrs Spilter was the post lady
Henry Pescud the post man

Log ago through sun and rain
Without a bright red van

Bettesworth's shop was always there
Dean's and Forrest Store

A butchers, another nearby shop
Fresh meat and so much more

Many people forgotten and gone
Not written on a card

You need to know, go and learn
At St Peter's Church graveyard



Newdigate has changed a lot
Can never be the same again
Ladies, gents dead and lefi
Really difficult to explain

lfpeople I've left out
Ofvillage through and through

This story could be longer
Your family can add too

This poem ofthe village
When reading your content

Memories I hope you all enjoyed
From a former resident

ROAD NAMES AND THEIR ORIGINS Cont,d. Jane Lilley

Rusper Road runs from Newdigate to Rusper, and both the name and the use of 'road' instead of
'lane' indicate that it was the main route between the two villages. As such, the name has probably
been used through most of history. More local names for two sections are recorded, however. One
was Tanhurst Road, which ran from the village to Tanhouse (or Tanhurst) Farm. Marshlands Road
was the pafi between Marelands (or Marshlands) Farm and Marshlands Cottages. That area was
sometimes just referred to as Marshlands, in a similar way to Kingsland, where the name historically
referred originally to the farm and its land, and only later to the road running through it.

Recent research suggests that parts of the Weald were originally settled along a series of close-
spaced north-south drove roads which ran between villages on the North (or South) Downs and the
areas of the Weald which each used for summer grazing. The parish of Newdigate is a north-south
rectangle and seems to be defined largely by Rusper Road and Partridge Lane, which originally ran
roughly two or three fields inside the eastern and western edges ofthe parish.

The road near Tanhouse Farm and for some way south of it was very prone to flooding. After long
negotiations with the landowners concerned, it was finally realigned in about 1900, with a strip of
land which formerly belonged to the road being added to the land of Ockley Lodge and New House
Farm.

Trig Street or Trigg Street was one name for the road out of the village towards Beare
Green. The section adjacent to Kingsland Farm was more usually called Kingsland or
Kingsland Road, and Kingsland Road would logically be the road from the village to
Kingsland. Locals say that Trig Street always began at the entrance to Greens Farm and
ran from there towards Beare Green. The name certainly does not appear in earlier records.
However in the I960s the council found Trigg Street or Trig Street to be the earliest name



given on Ordnance Survey maps for part of the road, and wrongly assumed that it applied to the
whole road. The name Kingsland is now officially accepted for the stretch of road from Village
Street to Green's Farm.

The use of'street' is interesting. Historically, the word is used in two quite different situations. The
most common refers to a stretch of paved road with houses, typically in the centre of a village.
Kingsland was not the main street of the village, although it was close to it, and there is no evidence
that it had more than three or four houses in 1800. It could have been the main street at some much
earlier date, but ifso, no evidence survives. Nor is there evidence for either the present Trig Street or
Kingsland being surfaced befbre the main roads were given a superhcial layer of stone in the early
I 800s.

This use of'street' for the main road through towns and villages developed from the tendency of
settlements to develop along the paved Roman roads. The word 'street' comes from the Anglo-
Sa,xon word 'stret', meaning a Roman road. This in tum derived from the Latin 'strata via', meaning
paved road, because for much of history the only paved roads in England were Roman. For at least a
century it has been postulated that a Roman track ran from Stane Street at Ockley to the Pilgrim's
Way at Gatton. As f'ar as I know there is no archaeological evidence fbr it, and it would probably
have been a track rather than a paved road. But if it existed, it would have followed the present road
eastwards from the entrance to Greens Farm for a short distance before diverging across what is now
the Brocus. So it is possible that the name Trigg Street recalls this forgotten Roman track.

Various derivations of 'Trig' have been suggested. It is apparently an adiective meaning trim,
spruce, smart or neat; a 'skid' or wedge of wood used to prevent movement of a vehicle: the starting
mark in a game ofskittles; or the nut-like fruit offorest trees e.g. acorns. I have heard no particularly
convincing reason why any ofthese should have been attached to the road.

An altemative possibility is that Trig or Trigg is a personal name. Such names were common:
Blanks Lane and Coombers Lane are typical, meaning 'the lane leading to Mr. Blank's (or Mr.
Coomber's) house or farm'. Usually the name has an 's' at the end, but when placed before the older
'Street' the 's' would be lost. Such a name would only be adopted if it was an unusual one in the
area and everyone knew where Mr Trigg lived.

I have no information to suggest that there was ever a Trigg famiiy living on the road to Beare
Green. But as earlier records are sparse! it would be a matter of pure chance if we knew of them.
There was certainly a family of that name in Dorking in the 1670s and 1680s.

So my guess is that the road from Kingsland to Beare Green became known as Trigg Street in two
stages. First, it included part of the old Roman track, hence'street'. And at one time it led to the
house of a family named Trigg, who lived somewhere between Kingsland and Beare Green, but
most likely on the Newdigate side of Kitlas Farm (now the site of the brickworks).
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MORE ON THE FISH FARM AT BEAMBROOK Kit Wallis

Ann Coleman's article in the October issue of the magazine has prompted me to put pen to
paper as it brought back many happy memories of my visits there. My parents were close
friends of the Haigs. Edith, the second wife of rom Haig, helped Mother (vere wallis)
with the Newdigate Guide Company before 1930.

In those years, water was provided by a windmill pump feeding a labyrinth of two inch
bore pipes which ran to many of the ponds around the site. These eventually became silted
up so around 1937 Tom Haig asked Father if he could install a better system. First of all, a
concrete dam was built across the Beam Brook. (l wonder if planning permission was
required in those days?) This held back water to a depth of about eight foot for some
distance upstream. Father's first effort used a 1924 flat twin Douglas motor cycle engine
directly coupled to a centrifugal pump. This worked quite well but it had its limitations.
This was superseded by a flat twin water cooled Jowett car engine housed on a concrete
base in an engine shed. The real civil engineering bit was the trenching and laying of
about 300 yards offour inch bore flanged pipes each twenty feet long which ran uphill to
the middle ofthe site where a hillock about fifty feet high created from the spoils from all
the ponds was situated. Around its base was a sheet steel fence to retain the Roman Snails
which were bred for human consumption!

I remember the day when a very large galvanised steel tank designed to hold three to four
thousand gallons ofwater arrived by lorry. The tank had to be manhandled from the yard
and hauled up the 45 degree slope to the top of this mound! This done, oxy-acetylene
bottles were likewise dragged up in order to flame cut suitable holes for the outlet pipes to
be connected. This work was done by Brown's Garage at Beare Green where Father always
bought his petrol at ten pence a gallon (5p in new money). But I digress.

This installation was a great success, lifting a ton of water a minute up around one
hundred feet to the tank. There were only two downsides as I remember. The first was that
the foot valve down in the stream leaked a bit so that the suction pipe had to be primed
with about six to eight buckets of water belbre pumping could start. The second was that
antifreeze did not come in until after the war so someone had to remember to drain the
engine and radiator before the frosty weather set in.

ln those days, it seemed that Father was the general factotum to the village, being called
upon to mend anyone's car, wireless or clock etc. and post war even doing the bread round
for Dean's when their driver was on holiday. Taking money was anathema for my old Dad
and Thomas Haig became exasperated trying to persuade him to submit bills for his labour
and materials. So hard up did he become that many years later he went back to work at the
age ofsixty at the Sondes Place Research Laboratories, Dorking for f10 a week! One of
his jobs there was to test mowing machines and another, portable electric drills fbr The
Consumers Association (Which)

In about 1938 he had sufficient materials in the outbuildings at Reffolds to build me a very
sophisticated raft. It has a propulsion system which used a car fan blade as propeller and a
rudder steered by a Trim Control wheel from a first world war aircraft. The pond at Reffolds
from which the original clay was dug lbr the wattle and daub walls soon became a bit small
for a craft which would do about three knots. I therefore arranged to put it on to the stream at
Beambrook. lt was duly roped on to the Guides'trek cart and three of us walked it round
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there, launched it and then walked all the way back. Now I know why it was called a TREK cart! It
was great fun there navigating one's way up and down stream. Unfbrtunately. the brook, not being
pat ofthe Haig estate was open to anyone and eventually I found it damaged beyond repair. I found
Beambrook a fascinating place to explore. In one outbuilding were to be lbund insects and reptiles
such as praying mantis, stick insects and various snakes etc. At one time. the business included an
aquarium in London where Nancy French of Cudworth Manor worked for a while .

Surviving as it did for around sixty years, it's a pity that the history of the business, which it is
believed has been written, cannot be found as it must surely have been a unique establishment,
ranking alongside Newdigate's other unusual products such as Dr French's cider and pickles,
Schemuly's rockets, and not forgetting bricks from our sodden wealden clay.

MEMORIES OF THE NEWDICATE HOLIDAY CAMP
Margaret Thompson (n6e Haden)

Newdigate Holiday camp was where I spent holidays from 3-10 years old (1946-53). My
parents and I, and later my sister. lived in Balham, south-west London. and my father had a
motorbike and sidecar (known as a 'combination') to take us there.

I remember the journey through the village, past the church and pub, to where the tarmac ran
out and we got on to what we called the 'bumpy road' - then I knew we were nearly there. On
the left of the road was a large house and opposite was a weir over what I suppose was Beam
Brook. Sometimes we travelled via Pebblecombe Hill (near Walton-on-the-Hill), which seemed
very steep to me and I worried that we wouldn't get up it. Once the combination ref'used and
my Mum and I had to get out: my parents then pushed it up the hill while I trailed behind. In
spring the banks of the hill were smothered in primroses.

The accommodation on the site was mixed and included black and white chalets, wooden huts,
caravans and a field for tents. Next to us was a brightly-painted gypsy-style caravan with
wooden steps up to it and a half-door. But ours was an old railway carriage, minus its wheels
and seating, dull-green with a black roof.

Next to us a young couple called Jean and George had a chalet which was like a studio as they
were artists. George painted the end wall ofour hut with a French cafd scene.

Facilities were basic as my Mum cooked on primus stoves and we had an enamel basin on
a metal stand outside for washing. Water had to be collected in large enamel jugs from a
standpipe; I hated doing this as the jug was heavy, you had to try not to slop any water out
and if the long grass was wet with rain or dew you got your legs wet anyway. There were
communal male and female toilets on the site.

Milk was delivered to the site and had to be collected from near the site office. No fridges
ofcourse so we kept miik and butter in a deep hole under the back ofthe hut to keep cool.
Adjacent to the site was a goat farm where you could buy goats,milk.

Sometimes my father would leave us at the campsite when he had to return home to work
and then he'd come back at weekends. There was no bus service and when we had no
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transport we had to walk to get to the village shop, and how my legs ached on the way
back when I was little. In a field in the village there was some playground equipment.

I don't think there was much socialising between the village and the campsite. perhaps
each community was self-contained. The holidaymakers may have seemed itrurgi to ti.r.
village residents at that time as we included people who were,townies,, artists,
vegetarians and lef't-wingers. We did go to a celebration at the church once where there
was a May Queen and a maypole, and occasionally we'd go to the pub - the children
would sit outside on the steps with crisps and lemonade while the adults had a drink.

There was great excitement one day when lve heard a loud engine and rushed to the road
by the campsite to watch the first combine harvester we'd ever seen trundle by.My
father was paid to help the local farmers one year and we went to watch the men load
hay on to a moving belt for others to build a haystack. This may have been when my
father spent his wages on a flagon of the local cider, returned to the hut in the dark and
stumbled. He banged his head on the open window and I was woken up to hear the
resulting argument between my parents!

I got into trouble too when a group of us went to pick plums to earn money. I was too
small to reach the fruit and although I'd been warned by my Mum not to eat any I got
bored and was tempted by the boxes full of warm, ripe plums. I ate too many, resulting
in stomach-ache and a telling-off.

I loved the freedom we had as children to roam around. Although we had a small garden
at home it was in a built-up area and the countryside seemed enormous. We'd all go off
with a jam sandwich and a bottle of pop, to splash about in Beam Brook. How I hated
the feel of the mud squidging up between my toes! Some of the children were brave
enough to walk across the slimy surface of the weir; the water was deep enough there
for adults to swim and we once spied on a fiiend's father swimming naked! Other times
we'd go to the woods, through the farm where the cider came frorn which was opposite
the pond, and picked bunches of primroses or armfuls of bluebells - no regulatiori tt.,
to protect wildflowers,

We had to amuse ourselves most of the time. There was a common room next to the site
office which had bench settees around it and a table-tennis table; I learnt to play 'ping-
pong' as we called it then and I still play table-tennis now. We would congregaie ln the
common room if it was raining but otherwise we'd be playing house in the middle of the
laurel bushes by the tennis court, decorating them with jars of wild flowers and making
mats woven from the long flat bulrush leaves fiom the pond.

Someone had rigged up a swing between two tall trees near the tennis court and we'd
take turns or cram three of us on, one sitting and two standing. We climbed trees and
hung by our Iegs from a branch, swinging to and fro.

There were two old pigsties and for a while we used one as a playhouse. We planned to paint
the inside but the site manager found out and we were banned from ptaying there. Scrumping
was another, forbidden, pastime and there were apple and plum trees, plus a greengage tree
dotted about. We'd play sardines or hide and seek as there were so many places to triOe ;n.
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The girls liked making 'perfume' by collecting rose petals and mixing them with water in a jam jar
but it never seemed to tum in to anything but a smelly brown mess. The owner of one of the huts had
prize lupins outside and she was very proud ofthem; they fascinated us and eventually one girl ran
her hand up the stem and stripped it bare. The rest of us followed suit and left the stems naked.
Understandably the owner was very upset and it was obvious we were responsible so we a1l got
ticked off.
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The boys once discovered a box under one ofthe caravans containing open-ended small glass tubes.
These were just right to use as peashooters with the laurel berries but we had no idea what they were
really used for.

One summer one of the girls, Pauline, wrote a play and organised us into rehearsing it and then
performing in front of our parents on the veranda of one of the chalets. We charged them and hid the
money in the nearby rockery. Pauline sent it off to somewhere charitable and we were thrilled to
receive a letter ofthanks.

When the long grass was cut in the tent field we'd arrange piles of it into car or plane shapes, or
have grass fights. The sweet smell and the itchiness of the grass on bare skin are still strong
memories. We also played skipping games, or two-balls against chalet walls, whilst chanting
rhymes.

Unfortunately I can't remember the names off many people, except for Mrs. Cattermole whose name
fascinated me, and Aunt Molly who had a small wooden hut - she would sometimes ask us in to
play with an assortment of old toys she kept in a box.

Occasionally my Mum and I would go on the bus to Dorking, or with other families to the Laughing
Waters lido at Beare Green. This was an open-air swimming pool with changing rooms around the
edges and an omamental fbuntain at one end. My family would also visit friends from Balham who
had moved to a caravan park further along the road from the lido. He was a carpenter and had built
the caravan to live in so that they could escape their gas-lit rented house and live in the country.

I don't know the history of the campsite but I think it may have been in the grounds of a large house
because there was a small house like a lodge at the entrance, plus the remains of an orchard and
pigsties, and a lawn area with stone steps in the middle of a bank leading down to the tennis court.
Also I remember being shown a postcard photo of a small girl by a lily pond and being told that a
large dip in the ground was where the pond had been.

The owner of the site was called John Aitcheson and there was a manager who I think lived in a
house by the entrance (not the lodge). I suspect the manager found us children to be a nuisance as he
would reprimand us for making too much noise in the common room next to the office. and I was
wary of him.

The lodge was occupied by a man who sold crisps and I think sweets as well. We'd go into a stone-
floored entrance porch and pull a rope by the wooden door to ring the jangly bell. I was always
scared because we believed his wife was a witch - we never saw her but you could hear strange
noises and shouting sometimes. The poor man was probably struggling to care lbr his wife who wis
ill. However, if I wanted crisps I had to go there despite my fears. Crisps were then only plain, with
salt in a twist of dark blue wared paper; we'd go and find slugs and empty the salt over them to see
them squirm.

Not far from our hut were two poplar trees and I liked the sound of the rustling of the leaves
in the breeze and the cooing of pigeons. We could see the tower on Leith Hill from the front
of our hut. There was long grass in front of it and I remember it sprinkled with the tiny lights
of glow-worms one night. Certainly there were glow-worms along the lane too as we were
walking there with someone's bike and put them on the handlebars, pretending to light our
waywiththeirgreenishglow. BythedoorofourhutwasastepmadefromflatstoneJwhere
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a toad lived. The boys found another toad one day and dared the girls to hold it, which I did until it
suddenly excreted its poison - I thought it had wee'd on me so promptly dropped it. At dusk we
would run around as bats skimmed over our heads.

There seemed to be endless summer days but of course we had rain too and I loved the sound of it
hitting our hut roof. IfI couldn't go out then I'd have to do colouring and painting, or read or play
with toys. Or n.ry Mum and I would decorate twigs with florvers we made from sticks of coloured
modelling wax, which I think we bought from a wooden shop with steps up to it by Holmwood
Station.

I did return once to Newdigate as an adult with my boyfriend, probably in 1963, and we got
permission to walk around the campsite. It had changed obviously and seemed so much smaller, and
the pond by the farm had been filled in.

Now I prefer to remember it all as it was when I was a child. lt seemed idyllic and I will always
appreciate how lucky I was to have holidays there and leam to love the countryside.
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